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Adding a Dataset
1. Enter the title of your dataset
e.g. Cambridgeshire
population

Tags are words that
are used to help
identify the dataset
when searched for.

3. Enter a word and
select from the dropdown menu that
appears, if word is
not available, it will
be added
automatically.
e.g. population,
Cambridgeshire
6. Click to move to next page

A Dataset is the
holding page on CIOD
for data files (known
as Resources)
2. Enter a description of
the dataset
e.g. what data is, what
resources (files) have
been uploaded, where
the data has come from,
and any licencing
information
4. Select the licence
that’s appropriate to
your data. (most
common one is UK Open
Government License)
5a. Leave comments on.
5b. Complete Authoring info –
Name & Date (yyyy-mm-dd).
5c. Tick to publish, un-tick to
remain unpublished

1. Select the option
you are using from
the top then upload
your file or paste the
API or URL link. To
upload a file you can
either drag a file into
the box or click
browse to select a
file from your folder
structure.

3. Select from drop-down
menu if applicable
4. Tick if an Embed link is
required.

A Resource is a file that
contains data – you can
either upload a file, provide
an API or link to an existing
data file.

2. Tick as applicable:
Map: will use longitude
and latitude co-ordinates
to map your data
Graph: creates a chart
Grid: creates a table view
of the data (.csv only)

3. Enter a title for your data
file/link.
e.g. Cambridgeshire Population
2018.
4. Enter a short description
about the data file/link – what
does the file contain, what file
format is it in etc
5. Enter the format of the data.
e.g. csv./xlsx/json
If uploading a file in CSV format, keep
column titles short, limiting to 28
characters and remember to validate
your file through CSVLint:
http://csvlint.io

6. Enter authoring information
(remember, date in yyyy-mm-dd
format) and select publish
status.
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1. Enter name of Dataset author. (this usually is the
person uploading the data to the site)

2. Spatial/Geographical Coverage location
Where is the data covering? Cambridgeshire? Fenland? St
Ives. This can be selected by selecting points on the map or
by copying and pasting in the desired GeoJSON text into
the text below.
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4. Temporal coverage
Time period the data covers
(start and end) MM-DD-YYY

6. Enter any codes or
acronyms used in the data
into the Data Dictionary to
help the user.

8. Enter email address that
should be used for enquiries
about the data.

5. Granularity
Level or scale of detail e.g.
ward, months, hours, district

7. Enter name of person who
should be contacted with
enquiries about the data. Does
not have to be the person who
uploaded the data, but the
data owner e.g. ONS
9. Choose a who can access
your data (from Public,
Restricted or Private). Open
data is public.

10. Additional info. Skip this
step

11. Resources
Allows you to reorder multiple
resource files. (Drag resources
to desired order)
12. Related Content
Please include any additional
websites or datasets that can be
linked to the dataset

13. Revision information
Please skip

14. Click to save and complete
this stage of the process.

